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I won’t stay long. This is a temporary measure. I’ve found a way 

to pay less rent. By going through all the places are that are on the 
market short-term, such as when their owners have to spend time 
abroad, or have work somewhere out of town, I can find cheap per-
square-metre rates. That means I can live on my own. I can do with 
the peace and quiet, and I need that elbow room while I get back on 
my feet. It’s four months and nine days since I last spoke to K. 

 
This is my sister’s flat. She’s moving to Norway, and I can rent 

her place cheap while she’s away. She says she likes it here in this 
apartment block. More or less. This flat is too small for her and her 
boyfriend, Stefán. With the state of the market right now, it’s 
cheaper for them to leave the country. They both found work, and 
she says there’s plenty on offer in Norway for people like them. 

‘It’s a brilliant flat for a single person,’ she says. ‘You can stay 
here as long as you like, or until I come back.’ 

She reckons she doesn’t know how long she’ll want to spend in 
Norway. She’ll see how it all works out. It seems everything there is 
so expensive. And she and Stefán are still finding their feet together. 

‘Getting to know new people is fun,’ she says. ‘But little by little 
you get to see things more clearly. People can be so vile when you 
get close to them.’ 
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Stefán’s son has a school place to go to, starts next autumn, and 
is fairly positive about the move. He’s been promised a visit to some 
kind of petting zoo where there are pigs that visitors can pat. He’s 
excited about that. Time will tell how well they adjust to the 
community and the culture. 

 
My sister offers to help me with the move. She has a trailer. It 

takes us quite a while to carry all the stuff up the stairs and into the 
flat. Let’s say I’ve brought a decent amount of household stuff with 
me. In fact, these are all necessities. When you’re constantly on the 
move from flat to flat, you can’t be sure that all the right table stuff 
is going to be there. I’ve brought with me plates, glasses, cutlery, 
pots, pans and other useful items. I also need changes of clothes, 
both everyday wear and for special occasions, shoes for different 
conditions, socks, underwear, tee-shirts, outdoor wear for each 
season, scarves, gloves, hats, and sportswear, as I intend to soon 
start being more active. I also have quite a few books that don’t look 
to be much once they are on a shelf, but still are enough to fill a 
dozen boxes that are quite a weight when they have to be carried up 
the stairs. In addition, I also have some possessions that aren’t 
exactly useful, but which go with me because of their sentimental 
value, such as a pack of serviettes left over from my confirmation, 
my name and the date stamped in gold in the corner of each one, 
soap from a hotel in Germany where my mother attended a 
conference when I was a child, stamps in a special edition 
commemorating a handball tournament that took place here in 
Iceland, some board games, a teapot decorated with two pandas, 
unused postcards from some Spanish coastal town, walnuts, a 
plastic bag full of all kinds of neckwear, scarves and bow ties, a yo-
yo branded with the logo of a soft drink manufacturer, and a few 
other bits and pieces. Someone wrote Öddi on the yo-yo with a black 
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marker pen. I can’t recall who Öddi was or is, so maybe it’s 
someone I don’t know. The rest of my stuff, the things I don’t feel 
it’s worth moving, is stored in a big warehouse owned by a 
company that rents out cars. 

My sister is leaving the furniture in the flat. He says that’s 
convenient for both of us, so I don’t have to buy furniture and it’ll 
be waiting for her when she comes back home. Of course, she’s 
right. There’s a largish sofa here, a dining table, chairs, an 
upholstered armchair with a footrest that shoots out when you pull 
a lever at the side, an empty TV cabinet and pictures on the walls, 
mostly of children that, according to my sister, are related to us. She 
has always been in closer contact than I have with the family. 

 
Before leaving, my sister points to the balcony, which she 

declares is perfect for a smoker. I open the door and peer out. 

The floor space out there is tiny and there’s a white plastic chair 
and not much room for anything else. The railings are iron, the 
wind whistles through them, rattling an empty soft drink can that 
lies by the drain hole. 

I remind my sister that I don’t smoke any more. That was many 
years ago. I haven’t missed it, except sometimes when I need a 
reason to go outside. 

She suggests that I get myself a barbecue. Spring will be here 
before long, and that’s when the DIY places start sending out 
mailshots with offers for barbecues and other stuff to do with 
camping and summer houses. 

 
On the way, my sister asks if I know anyone looking for a trailer. 

I tell her I don’t. 
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The sun disappears, and with it the surrounding streets and 
houses. The days hardly even get to begin this early in the year. A 
shadow falls on the cardboard boxes we have stacked on the living 
room floor and on the dining table. I ought to unpack these boxes 
and put all the stuff away, decide on the right place for each item 
and put it there. That could take all night. It’ll do no harm to let it 
wait until the morning, although it would be good to get this over 
with. I’d prefer to not have this still to be done. But I also need to 
think about getting something to eat. 

 
Somewhere in the neighbourhood is a grocery store that’s open 

around the clock. I’m sure I know roughly where it is, and have at 
some point been past it on the way to somewhere else. I remember 
the shop’s name on a gigantic illuminated sign above the entrance. 
This place is part of a chain, its name formed of the numbers that 
indicate the opening times. Later on, the opening times were 
changed and they decided that the shops would stay open day and 
night. 

It’s pitch dark on the stairwell. I find a button on the wall and 
press it. The stairwell appears; with a greenish carpet, an iron 
bannister that has the same curves as the railing on the balcony, 
faded prints of works by Icelandic artists framed on the white-as-
bone walls, and each doorway has a varnished wooden door 
concealing whatever goes on inside each flat. There’s a yucca in a 
brown terracotta pot on the landing between the second and third 
floors. It’s a beautiful shade of green, with relatively few faded 
leaves. It’s obvious that someone takes the time to water it. 

In the window by the entrance is a list of the building’s residents, 
a sheet of white paper inside a plastic sleeve that’s taped to the 
window. I run a finger down the list of names. My sister’s name is 
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there, followed by the number of the flat. I know none of the other 
names. 

That’s good, I think to myself. 
Someone will have to erase my sister’s name soon, and replace it 

with mine. I wonder who does that kind of thing? Do I need to 
speak to someone, to seek them out formally? No doubt it’s not 
worth the effort. I’m not going to be here long. 

At the bottom of the sheet of paper there’s a computer-generated 
diagram of the building, a cube with a triangular roof. The lines are 
soft, formed freely and disconnected, the colours bright; pale 
yellow, light blue, a pale shade of green. There are two flowers on 
the grass in front of the building, smoke drifts upwards for the 
chimney, birds soar overhead and the sun shines. 

 
There are tracks in the wet snow on the pavement outside, 

evidence of those who passed through here during the day and 
earlier in the evening. I create my own trail straight across the car 
park. Around me are blocks of flats that stretch skywards like cliff 
faces. The city glitters in between them, an expanse of white lights 
in every direction. Out there in the dark are people, parents, 
children and everyone else, presumably curled up in front of 
televisions like foxes in lairs. 

Stars glimmer behind the banks of cloud, but they can hardly be 
seen for the street lights, the brightness of which obscures my view. 

I follow the pavement between the blocks, go down the steps 
next to an imposing office building, and before I know it, I’m 
standing on a broad street packed with shops and service providers; 
sports goods, phone providers, Asian restaurants, tool stores, 
florists and a small printers. The companies are closed. The street is 
deserted, Christmas decorations hang above it, with a star formed of 
seasonal lights and fake foliage. There’s no power to the Christmas 
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lights. No doubt, someone hasn’t got round to taking it down. The 
decorations wave slowly in the wind. 

I see the green glow of the advertising sign at the end of the 
street. These are the shop’s colours. I pick up my pace and as I 
approach I see the brightly lit window clear in the darkness. The 
light floods out over the pavement in front like a pale yellow ribbon, 
the doors open by themselves, and I go inside. A security guard in a 
grey-brown shirt stands by the till. I bid him good evening. He 
makes a sound, although it’s not easy to make out what his words 
are, but I assume from the context that he’s returning my greeting. 

I go straight to the shelves brimming with sliced sandwich loaves. 
The packaging delineates the different varieties, loaves baked using 
different grades of grain. But if you peer through the plastic, it’s 
hard to make out much of a difference between them. The choice is 
vast. There have to be thousands of slices of bread here.  And I only 
need two or three. I examine the little packets of bread made with 
spelt flour. According to the lettering on the packages, it’s more 
healthy than white flour. I’ve heard this before, but didn’t get why 
that should be the case. People seem generally to be in agreement 
that if there’s a choice between food that’s brown and food that’s 
white, then brown is healthier and the better option. Brown sugar 
marginally healthier than white. Brown pasta is good food, while 
white pasta is some kind of poison. K once told me that brown eggs 
are environmentally friendly, but white eggs are produced by 
sadists. I don’t know how she came to that conclusion, but she was 
convinced of it. 

 
Deeper inside the shop, inside the chilled meat cabinets, I fond 

frozen pizzas. There’s no other topping than cheese and sauce, and 
the packaging announces that they are stone-baked. That sounds 
good. As well as that, pizzas are more economically priced than 
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bread and salami. The packaging is red, with no picture, just the 
manufacturer’s logo, some text describing the contents and a simple 
illustration indicating that there’s a pizza inside. This 
manufacturer’s products are to be found throughout this shop, both 
on food shelves and among the household goods. The brand’s red 
logo is easily recognisable, with each product marked with an 
emblem; the hollandaise sauce has a sauce boat, the toothpaste a 
toothbrush liberally loaded with toothpaste, energy drinks carry a 
lightning symbol of the kind that are used to mark electrical boxes, 
the tomato soup has a picture of a bowl, a spoon and a tomato. The 
cat food tins are marked with a smiling pussy cat, along with a 
shadow outline of whatever went into the can; a cow, a tuna fish or 
a chicken. It’s a simple system, accessible and effective. This 
approach means that the consumer can be certain of getting what’s 
wanted. 

I ferry pizzas, toothpaste and a can of energy drink in a green 
plastic basket over to the till. The security guard wordlessly takes 
these goods and aims a red beam at the bar codes. It’s obvious that 
he’s both in charge of security and serving customers. 

‘Did you find everything you were looking for?’ he asks while I 
stow my purchases in a plastic bag, also marked with the chain’s 
logo. 

‘I think so,’ I say, handing him my card. 

 
On the way back I take a short-cut running between an 

insurance company and a place that refills ink cartridges. Behind 
the building I see lights in a window, and as I come closer, I see that 
there’s a person behind the glass, a woman sitting at a table. I cluck 
like some kind of chicken; I hadn’t expected to see any other living 
being. The woman wears a while overall and holds the knuckles of a 
false hand made from rubber or silicone. She takes a long plastic 
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nail from the table and glues it to the false hand. There are many 
mirrors in the room, trays of cosmetics, basins and sinks of the kind 
usually seen in beauty parlours. The woman is alone in the room 
with the artificial hand. She appears to neither see me beyond the 
glass, nor hear the sound I made. 

I watch her until she has fixed a nail to each of the hand’s fingers. 
Maybe she’s practising, I think, but that’s just speculation. I have 
no knowledge of why she is doing this. I almost feel that I ought to 
let her know that I’m watching her. But I don’t want to interrupt. I 
disappear silently, without a word. 

 
There’s a concrete wall that I have to climb over at the end of the 

car park behind the insurance company. There’s an unlit area 
beyond it, and somewhere out there in the darkness there should be 
steps that I have to follow home to the block of flats. I jump down, 
land in a snowdrift and find myself sliding on the slippery ground. I 
step cautiously over the dark, damp grass without knowing exactly 
what’s out there. I try to build a mental map of the journey, and 
when I finally reckon that I know where I am, I trip over a tussock. 
I take out my phone and use its torch to illuminate my 
surroundings. This helps, I find the steps and follow them until I see 
the block looming. 

When I reach the outer door, I take out the key my sister gave 
me and offer it up to the keyhole. The key slips a couple of 
millimetres into the keyhole, then something stops it. No matter 
how I try, it won’t go any further.  

I wonder if my sister could have given me the wrong key. That 
would be unlikely as she trained as an engineer. But this key doesn’t 
fit this lock, and that’s all there is to it. 

Of course, the best thing would be to call my sister. She’ll have to 
bring me the correct key. More than likely, that’s a nuisance for her. 
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Until they move abroad, she’s staying with Stefán, and he lives in 
the next municipality along. 

While I listen the phone ringing, I check the names on the list of 
residents in the window. This has changed. This is a different list 
and instead of the picture of the building at the bottom, there’s a 
yellow circle; at its centre are two black dots and a curved line 
below them. 

I’ve gone to the wrong building. So it’s no wonder the key 
doesn’t fit. I take a few steps back and step out in to the street. 
There’s no denying that this block is very similar to the one I moved 
into earlier in the evening, practically identical. That’s to be 
expected, as they’re designed by the same architect. 

I stroll across the street and look up and down the residents’ list 
there, and there are no names I recognise. On the other side of the 
street is another row of virtually identical blocks of flats, each with 
four or six stairwells. The entrances each have notices of various 
kinds, asking residents not to park in front of the entrances, not to 
throw rubbish into the streets, and they are asked to note that 
communal areas are not storage spaces. 

 
After an hour’s wandering around the district, I find the trail of 

someone who had waded through the snow of an empty car park. 
This must be where I live. 

 
My sister finally calls when I’m upstairs in the flat. She was 

watching a movie on Stefán’s computer and didn’t hear her phone 
ring. 

‘Did someone die?’ she asks. I must have called more than a few 
times. 
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There’s a foam mattress in the bedroom that moulds itself to the 
body shape of whoever lies on it, creating a void that’s tailor made 
for each individual. My sister says that the mattress promotes an 
improved flow of blood around the body and that it’s healthy. 

I lie on it and sink into the foam. I find it comfortable to begin 
with, but when I want turn over, I find myself rolling back into the 
void. I concede defeat after a couple of tries. I’ll just have to sleep 
on my back. 

I reach for the lamp on the bedside table, feel for the switch on 
the cable and turn it off. As soon as the light goes out, the white 
colour of the ceiling turns to coal-black darkness. Gradually, my 
eyes become accustomed to the lack of light. Shapes in the room 
again become forms and the corners and shadows are more muted 
than before, and the white-painted ceiling appears sea-grey, even 
black. 

Darkness changes everything, I think to myself. In darkness, 
white can become black. Lines aren’t straight, corners lose their 
sharp edges and become soft. 

I hear a clunk. Somewhere in the building a door shuts into its 
frame. Someone charged up or down the stairs I hear the mutter of 
voices. The block is a body with many hearts. On the other side of 
the wall is another life, maybe another person. Maybe she sleeps, 
breathes, weeps, dreams, masturbates. Maybe she lies awake in bed, 
thinking, just as I’m doing. 

But maybe there’s nothing there, nobody home, just some junk, 
dirty crockery in the sink, a remote and some small change lost 
between the cushions of the sofa. There’s no way of knowing. If the 
walls were to soften and become flexible, then they could be drawn 
back like a curtain. 
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The doctor has asked me to watch my sleep. It’s not enough to 
take medication. I have to take care of myself, eat well, maintain 
positive relationships. Those are the basics. Otherwise there’s the 
risk of things starting to slide. 

 
I’m startled by the sound of people talking. It’s as if they are 

there in the room with me. Gradually I come to my senses and 
realise that the voices are coming from another flat. It’s a 
conversation, people talking calmly but continuously, loud enough 
for their words to be made out. A woman’s voice is speaking about a 
monument somewhere in the Balkans, a bronze statue of film star 
Bruce Lee. She says the statue is intended to unite the town’s 
inhabitants of different origins, protestants, catholics and muslims. 
It seems that this is all that people in those parts have in common, 
that they all grew up watching Bruce Lee videos. 

It occurs to me that somewhere in the building a radio is 
switched on. My sister has mentioned that there’s an elderly man 
living in the flat above hers. He has lived here since the block was 
built, a genuine original inhabitant. Could he be losing his hearing, 
so he has to turn up the volume be able to listen? Maybe he hears 
the broadcast in his flat as clearly as I can hear it down here. 

I ponder for a good while the pros and cons of going up there 
and asking him to turn it down. There’s not a hope of getting to 
sleep under these circumstances, but somehow it doesn’t feel right 
that the new neighbour – a tenant – should be the one to go up 
there and complain to someone who has lived here from the start 
about listening to the radio.  My sister has told me that he lives 
alone. 

The voices suddenly stop. For a moment everything is silent. 
Then a Caribbean beat seeps through the wall. A man’s deep voice 
is added to the rhythm, counting in English up to five. The voice 
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sings about a road trip. In the car are men on their way to buy 
booze, they are organising party and plan to offer punch. Some 
women they expect to be there are named and each one’s 
temperament is described. The singer calls for trumpets to be 
sounded, after which he encourages the girls to dance with him. 

While the song plays, I realise that there’s every chance that the 
old man isn’t listening. It’s most likely that he’s fallen asleep. If I’m 
going to get any sleep, then I’m going to have to take the initiative. 
There’s no chance of the radio switching itself off. 

I dress in trousers and a tee shirt, and go out into the corridor. 
There’s no mistaking that the music is coming from upstairs, so I 
follow the sound and stop in front of flat that’s directly above mine. 
Despite the noise, I’m the only resident who has appeared. Do the 
others have a greater tolerance for this kind of thing? Have they 
simply become accustomed to it? 

There’s a wreath on the door, made of conifer branches, but now 
bone dry and yellowing.  On the wall next to the door is a button, 
marked with a bell icon. I press it. As soon as I let go of the button, 
it occurs to me that it would have been more courteous to knock on 
the door; the bell clangs at the same volume, regardless of whether 
you press the button hard or not, but you can knock aggressively or 
gently, depending on the impression you would like to put across. 

I wait a little while before again pressing the button, then 
knocking gently, and finally hammering at it. At this point the music 
stops. It seems to have worked. I prepare myself for whoever lives 
in the flat to come to the door. I stretch the corners of my mouth in 
each direction to form a smile, as I don’t want this elderly 
gentleman to think that I’m demanding and unpleasant. We will 
have to get along for the months I’m going to spend in this building. 
I wait a little longer and nobody answers the door. I consider 
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knocking again, but don’t see the point. I’ve achieved my aim, and 
we have nothing right now that we need to discuss. 

I tiptoe back down to my flat, lie down and sink slowly into the 
foam. I mentally organise myself for the next day, as now there is no 
obstacle to my waking up early. In the morning I can finish 
unpacking the boxes. The afternoon can be devoted to sorting out 
some of my affairs, maybe find myself a job. I close my eyes and fall 
asleep. 


